Transforming Stevenson

TRANSFORMING HEALTH CARE
FOR OUR GROWING COMMUNITY
Providing safe, quality health care, close to home
In 1928, with support from T.P. Loblaw, F.K.
Morrow, and other prominent leaders from the
area, the first Stevenson Memorial Hospital was
born. Years later in 1964, due to the expanding
population and increasing health care needs,
our hospital was rebuilt. At that time, less than
10,000 people relied on our hospital for care.
Now, over fifty years later, Stevenson is providing
care for a community of over 73,000 people
and our population is expected to rise to over
100,000 by 2031.
Our hospital needs financial support to expand
and revitalize our facility and continually update

technology and replace critical equipment. Our
Foundation is dedicated to raising the funds
necessary to meet these needs.
Together, we have a strong vision for the future
of Stevenson Memorial Hospital, centered on a
revitalized hospital, state-of-the-art equipment,
and comfortable, modern patient spaces. But
we need the support of our entire community
and leaders like you to make this amazing
transformation a reality.
Please join us in becoming part of this new vision
of health care for our community.

A proud tradition
of care

“

My husband and I wish to
extend a sincere “Thank
You” to Stevenson Memorial
Hospital for the wonderful
service we have received here
throughout these many years.
The hospital has been a vital
and valuable part of our
growing community. We wish
you continuing success in
these upcoming years.

ROBIN &
BLANCHE

Accreditation

Stevenson received
Exemplary Standing in an
independent review from
Accreditation Canada.

Setting a new
standard for
community
hospital care
Originally built in 1964, our Emergency
Department (ED) was meant to serve
7,000 patients a year and we now care
for close to 40,000! That’s approximately
105 patients every day and six times the
volume it was built for, and that number
is only going to grow.
Currently, we have 73,000 people calling
our catchment area home, including
many seniors and young families. That
number is expected to rise to over
100,000 by 2031.

“

Stevenson Memorial
Hospital is an excellent
hospital with amazing staff!
Everyone was very friendly
and accommodating. I would
come back to this hospital
before ever going to any big
city hospital. They treated
us like actual people rather
than just another number
or patient.”

MONIQUE

Our Emergency
Department has one
of the shortest wait
times in Ontario
Our staff has worked
collaboratively to maintain
some of the lowest wait
times in the province.

100% Maternity
Patient Satisfaction

Our Maternity Unit has a 100%
patient satisfaction rate, as
well as a highly respected
midwifery program.

The journey towards a
redeveloped Stevenson
Memorial Hospital
The redevelopment of a hospital is a long process
with five stages. Our hospital submitted its Stage
One Capital submission to the Ministry of Health and
Long Term Care in June 2015 and we look forward
to our Draft Stage Two submission in 2018. The
hospital is currently working to secure the necessary
government approvals for its submissions and to
continue to move through each subsequent stage.

YOUR SUPPORT IS CRITICAL
TO THE CARE WE PROVIDE
Stevenson Memorial Hospital, in close collaboration with the Stevenson
Memorial Hospital Foundation, has begun to prepare for the redevelopment
of our hospital. Yet, while we work toward redevelopment, we must continue
to raise the annual funds required to provide our caregivers with the lifesaving
equipment they require to take care of you and your loved ones.
Many people do not realize that while the provincial government funds the
operations of hospitals, it does not fund most of the new equipment required.
Your support helps fund essential equipment and increases services offered
locally through our many outpatient clinics.
Your generosity is the strength behind our care and we are deeply grateful to
visionary donors like you for helping to transform care in our community.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Stevenson Memorial Hospital Foundation
has an ongoing need to provide at least $1
Million to Stevenson Memorial Hospital each
year for critical equipment needs.

“

Over the years, my family
has relied on Stevenson
Memorial Hospital many times.
From broken bones, to stitches
and asthma attacks, every time
we’ve come to the Emergency
Department, I’ve always been
blown away by the expert,
compassionate care we’ve
received. Thanks for being my
community hospital!

HEATHER

Your generous support
helps purchase essential
equipment, enlarge our
hospital’s footprint and
update technology, so
we can continue to be
the hospital you and your
loved ones count on.

UPDATED
EQUIPMENT

INCREASED
SPACE

UPDATED
TECHNOLOGY

PROMISING
PROGRESS,
PURSUING
PERFECTION.
Stevenson is your community hospital and is
here for you, your loved ones and everyone
in our community, when you need them
the most. And together, with the support
of caring people like you, we will set a new
standard for community hospital care, now
and for generations to come.
Babies are born here; doctors, nurses
and staff train here; volunteers care here,
surgeons operate here and hearts and broken
bones are mended here.
Stevenson Memorial Hospital is your
community hospital and we’re dedicated
to delivering safe, compassionate care for all.
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“

It’s nice to know
there is a friendly,
caring staff at our
fine Stevenson
Memorial Hospital
who really care about
looking after their
patients so well.

SHAWN
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A bigger, revitalized
Stevenson Memorial Hospital
- $30 Million
Our hospital is about to undergo a major transformation that will
affect the lives of everyone in our community.
The total cost to redevelop our hospital is estimated to be
$150 Million. The government will fund approximately 90%
of the redevelopment costs, but our community must raise
10%. This is called the local community share and to make this
redevelopment a reality, our community must raise at least $30
Million towards the local community share to support capital
costs such as equipment, technology and major renovations,
including furniture and fixtures.
With your support, we will expand our hospital with a two storey
wrap-around addition, that will more than double our square
footage, including a new emergency department, state-of-theart operating room facilities, refreshed outpatient clinics, new
diagnostic imaging and laboratory, increased parking and so
much more.
The time for change is now and we all have a role to play in
shaping the future of health care here at home. Please donate
now to help lead the way.

Transformative technology
- $5 Million (implementation cost)
Stevenson Memorial Hospital has formed a partnership with Markham
Stouffville Hospital and Southlake Regional Health Centre to implement a
new Health Information System (HIS) at all three hospital sites.
The first of its kind in Ontario, the partnership is referred to as Shared
Health Information Network Exchange (SHINE) and it allows Stevenson
to participate in the creation of a sophisticated electronic records system
that would otherwise be unattainable.
The need to implement a new HIS in our hospital is vitally necessary because
our old electronic health system will soon become decommissioned and
further updates are no longer being supported by the manufacturer,
making the implementation of a new HIS system in our hospital one of
our most urgent priority needs.
Bringing HIS to our hospital will transform the way that Stevenson delivers
patient care, giving medical professionals improved access to patient
medical data in real time, while supporting faster diagnosis and treatment.
With your generosity, Stevenson is implementing this remarkable system
in our hospital, which will then be upgraded and customized to meet the
specific needs of our hospital and its patients. Investing in this system will
revolutionize health care at Stevenson.

ONGOING
ANNUAL
NEEDS
The Foundation has an ongoing need
to raise at least $1 Million to fund the
purchase of capital equipment every year.
An essential part of providing quality care
is ensuring hospital staff has the latest and
most advanced equipment needed to
provide the best care for all.
Technology is always evolving and some
of the hospital’s most essential pieces of
equipment, like vital signs monitors, IV
pumps, and stretchers, as well as some
larger items like ultrasound machines, are
in constant use and need to be continually
updated and replaced with newer models
that incorporate the latest innovative
technology and safety features.
With your support, we can replace
vital equipment and introduce new
technologies to deliver safe, high-quality
health care for our community.

The revitalized Stevenson Memorial Hospital will feature:
New, Larger
Diagnostic
Imaging Unit
and Lab

Refreshed
Inpatient and
Outpatient
Clinics

State-Of-The-Art
Operating
Rooms

Modernized
Maternal/Child
Services and
Birthing Unit

New, Larger
Emergency
Department

New
Ambulance
Bay

An approximate
100,000 square
foot, two storey
addition

3X
Our Current
Parking
Spaces
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